
                                                                 

           Like the Pros: His Dark Materials 

     A three day online acting course for ages 13 + 
                       Monday 17th August to Wednesday 19th August 

                                                  10.00am to 4.00pm  

 

Ever wondered how actors become the character?  How is it they can be so 

believable?  

 
Here’s where we will be drawing the curtain on some of those much-asked questions while we look 

at some scenes from the epic Phillip Pullman play ‘His Dark Materials’  
 

This jam-packed fun and interactive three-day workshop for 13 plus will take you through every step of how to 

build a character like the professionals do. You will work in two’s and learn the techniques and tricks of the 

trade, as well as the basics of how to film a piece of drama. This will culminate in your very own short film of a 

scene from His Dark Materials to keep showing to family and friends or even to submit for auditions!  

 

I’m nervous about being on zoom/ doing drama online! 
Don’t worry, we understand how strange it can be. You will never be made to do anything you’re not 

comfortable with. We have been running online courses since the start of the summer so any issues have been 

ironed out. Everything will be explained to you and Remember, if you get stuck, we are very friendly, so ALWAYS 

feel free to just ask! 

 

What kinds of things will we be doing on zoom? 

In the morning we will be playing fun and silly drama games (aimed at every level of experience) There will be a 

group lesson, where your teacher will explain the plan for the day. You will have fun with friends going into 

breakout rooms to work on your scenes and then your teacher will meet you in twos throughout the day to give 

more specific direction. Don’t worry there will be plenty of time for lunch and a breather. 

How much is the course? 

Bearing in mind the current pandemic we are reducing all of our classes and courses by 40% and so you can 

participate in this course for just £40.00 

What do I need to be able to take part? 

You will need to have 

1. Access to a computer or tablet that can host the zoom software.  

- Your zoom code will be sent to you upon booking your space 

- Pieces will be filmed on zoom so no need to worry about sending any videos across.  

2.  A pen and paper, access to a printer and some comfortable clothes 

               Please email Suzy on info@dramatis.co.uk to book your spot 
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